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An Introduction to Maple
Computer Algebra System (CAS) Exercises
Prior to attempting to solve any CAS Exercises, spend a few minutes reading through this introduction to
become more familiar with some of the basic features, commands and structure of Maple. You are also
encouraged to complete the Maple modules that accompany the Eleventh Editions of Thomas' Calculus and
Thomas' Calculus: Early Transcendentals. These modules will give you more experience using
Maple in the context of mathematical modeling and include several interesting applications of calculus.
Information about the modules can be found at the following web site: www.aw-bc.com/thomas.

Maple Arithmetic
At the simplest level, you can think of Maple as a powerful calculator that can do symbolic (exact)
manipulations as well as floating point (approximate) arithmetic.

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division
The symbols +, -, *, and / are used for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
respectively. Don't try any of these on your graphing calculator!
> 575754575849849885 + 748949854985944749598984;
748950430740520599448869
> 87575750 - 4897475988744894574949;
-4897475988744806999199
> 6868868686 * 18234987271740;
125253733060463458733640
> 996868686127325465986865000000000000 / 5000;
199373737225465093197373000000000
Remember that each command has to end with a semi-colon (or colon, if you don't wish to see the
result).

Powers
Either ^ or ** can be used to raise a number to a power.
> 55757^22;
2621722782213073468606173269872464991004411425248561190057363350310737714673774557\
20035345978636911261049
> 109**5;
15386239549
Exponentials are handled with the exp command.
1

> exp(2);
2

e
Euler's constant, e, is obtained as

> exp(1);
e
The Maple name for  is infinity .
> infinity;


Palettes
Maple has four palettes containing shortcuts to entering commands via the keyboard. The
Expression palette can be used to compute powers, roots, elementary transcendental functions,
limits, derivatives, and other basic calculus-based quantities. To view this palette, pull down the
View menu, choose Palettes and then select Expression . Then click on the tiny right arrow symbol
at the bottom left corner of the worksheet window. The pallette will pop out of the left margin. It can
be resized by dragging its right side.
390625, position the cursor in an input region and click
To use the palette to enter a quantity like
on the symbol a in the palette. This produces sqrt(%a) with the argument selected. Type 390625
and then execute the group. Your final input and output should appear as
> sqrt(390625);
625
When a palette generates a template that involves more than one argument, the Tab key can be used
757555
to move from one argument to the next. For example, to compute
, use the a/b button on the
5
palette, enter 757555, press Tab, enter 5, then press Return to obtain
> ((757555)/5);
151511
The Expression pallette can be moved to one of the other three sides of the worksheet. Right click on
the Expression button, choose Dock then the desired position. To make the pallette disappear, click
on the left arrow at the bottom of the worksheet.

Exact vs. Approximate Calculations
Maple is designed to provide exact answers to mathematical computations.
> sqrt( 27 );
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